Agricultural Machines

Product Catalog for Camera, Monitor and Mirror Systems

Elektronik Expertise
About MEKRAtronics

Dear Customers,
our vision is safety! Vision and safety are
of utmost importance to us.
The following pages contain an overview
of our camera monitor systems.
MEKRAtronics GmbH is a wholly-owned
subsidiary of MEKRA Lang GmbH & Co. KG,
the market leader in vision systems for
commercial vehicles.
MEKRAtronics GmbH has specialized in
meeting customer-specific, individualized
retrofitting requests and requirements.
Our product portfolio covers applications
for trucks, agricultural vehicles, construction machinery, municipal vehicles,
light commercial vehicles, as well as
the respective specific requirements.
We also offer compelling customized
solutions for the products of various body
and special vehicle manufacturers.

We want you to benefit from
MEKRA Lang GmbH & Co. KG‘s decades
of experience in the commercial vehicle
market and to experience the outstanding
customer service and care
MEKRAtronics GmbH provides.
We offer:
- a wide range of products to fulfill your
individual requirements
- personal and competent on-site
consultation
- reliable installation service and
sustainable customer care
- comprehensive sales training for your
team as well as effective field support

Dr. Werner Lang

Treat yourself to a proven higher degree
of safety and comfort - with camera
monitor systems by MEKRAtronics.
Our vision ... is safety!
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Value-added Camera Systems
Sample applications

There are many good reasons for installing camera systems.
Two of the most important reasons for
installing camera systems developed by
MEKRAtronics are high efficiency and safe
operation. A properly installed system

with all components securely attached
can help minimize property damage and
prevent personal injuries.
Drivers will also welcome improved ergonomics and a more comfortable ride.

Front View Camera
The front view camera is particularly helpful when drivers enter areas with limited
or obstructed visibility.

Cameras with a 50° aperture angle are
generally best suited for these scenarios.
For more information,
please see pages 08 and 12

Work Area Camera
Work area cameras are useful for monitoring work processes, such as loading and
unloading operations.
For example, a properly installed work
area camera can be used for monitoring

the fill level and load distribution of harvested crops. Ideally, the camera should
have a 70° aperture angle.
For more information, please see page 24

Side View Camera
The areas around implements are
frequently characterized by poor or
even complete lack of visibility. To solve
this problem and achieve considerable
additional workplace and machine safety,
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side and rear view cameras can be used
in combination.
For more information, please see page 18

That is why you should choose products
by MEKRAtronics, your partner for efficiency
and safety at work.

Rear View Camera
The rear view camera captures areas
behind the vehicle which cannot be seen
directly or with the help of mirrors. Ideally,
the camera should have a 120° aperture

angle to facilitate the backup process.
For more information, please see page 14

Discharge Camera
The discharge camera is used for loading
and unloading operations where a lack
of direct vision could be caused by the
vehicle itself or by conditions at the
unloading site.

Our camera system can facilitate the
unloading process and thereby increase
work efficiency and driver comfort.
For more information, please see page 16
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Innovative Solutions for Increased Efficiency and Safety at Work
Introducing the latest technologies

Front-mounted Camera System
In some agricultural vehicles the driver‘s
seat is positioned so far back that getting
a good view of the traffic flow when driving into the street is all but impossible.
The dangers of such a situation can be
greatly reduced and accidents prevented
by using our new front-mounted camera

system. It comprises two cameras which
are attached on both sides or on top of
the vehicle‘s front-mounted implement.
These cameras provide a clear view of
both street directions from a position that
is physically out of reach for the driver.
Since the monitor displays both camera

images side by side, the driver can safely
assess the situation.
For more information, please see page 12

MEKRA Surround View Monitor
MEKRA added a number of custom features to its standard monitor to accommodate the surround view requirements
posed by trucks, agricultural and construction vehicles and machines, as well as
many special-purpose vehicles. Like its
predecessor, this MEKRA monitor provides
an optimized side-by-side display of the
camera images.

system offers a high degree of scalability
and can be easily expanded at any point
in time. The monitor provides numerous
split-screen or picture-within-a-picture
display options. Our new and comprehensive trigger functions ensure that these
display options are selected in the most
helpful way for the respective driving or
working conditions.

However, since the images are processed
independently of each other, the need for
elaborate system calibrations is eliminated. The user can choose freely among
various camera mounting positions
and viewing angles. Blind spots are
easily avoided, and, as an added safety
feature, overlapping area images can be
displayed as well. In addition to the actual
surround view images, it is also possible
to integrate camera images of individual
work areas into the overall display. With
up to four camera inputs, the monitor

By combining various trigger signals,
this functionality becomes even more
user-friendly. The ability to rotate the
camera image display in 90° increments
is very useful and ensures the optimized
rendering of the images‘ aspect ratios.

ked with colored warning frame overlays.
Combining this capability with the trigger
function means that the correct image of
the area in question will be displayed and
additional attention will be drawn to it by
the warning frame.
The colors of the warning frame - ranging
from green to yellow and red - also inform
the user of the warning‘s severity level.
An important feature for vehicles in trailer
mode: the automatic trailer detection
feature ensures that the monitor always
shows the correct rear view camera
image when the vehicle backs up.
For more information, please see page 29

For a better assessment of distances
and clearances, a set of customizable
horizontal and vertical marker lines is
provided. When using the surround view
monitor in conjunction with a sensor
system, the camera images can be mar-

MEKRA Spherical Camera
We have updated the design of our popular Camera 1301 by giving it a spherical
housing. Thanks to this new design the
camera and its brackets can be oriented
in different directions and also rotated
very easily. This makes the camera much
more versatile and adaptable to a wider
range of applications than the standard
camera with its cube-shaped housing.
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Like the standard camera, the spherical
camera features a metal housing (made
from die-cast aluminium). Its special
technical characteristics, including an extended temperature range, best-in-class
shock and vibration resistance, heated
front glass and IP 69k protection rating,
also merit mentioning. Thanks to the wide
range of compatible voltages the camera

can be directly connected to the vehicle‘s
or machine‘s on-board power supply. This
makes the spherical camera the solution
of choice for the rough driving and working conditions prevalent in the trucking,
agricultural and construction sectors.
For more information, please see page 41

Video-Funksystem
There are many potential applications for
wireless camera monitoring. One excellent example is monitoring the loading of
a crop trailer.
The camera is firmly attached to the
discharge tube, and wirelessly transmits
the trailer‘s load level to both vehicles.
Based on these images, the farm tractor
driver can adapt his vehicle‘s speed to
that of the unloading vehicle, thereby
providing a straightforward solution for
loading the trailer in the most efficient
way possible.

Specifications:
• Operating temperature: -40 °C to +85 °C
• Power input: 9 - 36 V DC
via on-board power cable
• Open-field range up to 700 m
• 8 channels selectable
• Support for multiple receivers
• Split-screen mode operation supported
(via monitor)
Transmitter:
Provides connection for one
camera, including video output for
monitor; power supplied to camera via wireless transmitter, power
supplied to wireless transmitter
via monitor or on-board power
supply. Housing complies with IP
66 rating.

• Reliable image transmission
• Rugged design (IP66)

Camera

Transmitter

For more information, please see the sample application for a crop trailer with wireless
monitoring (on page 24) or the section on
wireless components (on page 38).

Receiver:
Direct cable connection to the
monitor eliminates the need for a
second power supply. The monitor
also provides up to three additional camera connections.

MEKRAtronics camera systems for increased efficiency and safety at work.

Receiver

Monitor

Camera

09

Sample
Applications
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The range of potential applications for our camera monitor systems is unlimited.
The following pages provide an overview of typical application scenarios for
our products.
Do you need very specific solutions customized to meet your individual
requirements? Not a problem!
Just contact us and let us know what your needs are, and we will be happy to
develop custom-tailored system solutions just for you! Our team of skilled service
representatives is standing by to support you, whether on-site or by telephone, to
install your system or to help with any technical integration or application issues.

Farm Tractor with Front-mounted Implement
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Farm Tractor with Trailer
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Forestry Forwarder

20
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22

Field Shredder and Farm Tractor with Trailer

24
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Farm Tractor with Front-mounted Implement
MEKRA Lang Camera Monitor Systems

1

3

2

1

3
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Installation Scheme for Increased Efficiency and Safety at Work

507405

1

7“ TFT-LED Monitor
Monitor in driver‘s cab

927205
2 x MiniDIN - ABS 7-pin (m-m)
Connecting cable

971203
ABS 7-pin - 2 x MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

101050

2

101050

CMOS Camera 50° PAL
Side view on front-mounted implement

CMOS Camera 50° PAL
Side view on front-mounted implement

701004
Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

3

701005

optional

Magnetic Base
Camera Bracket

701004

optional

Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

13

Farm Tractor with Trailer
MEKRA Lang Camera Monitor Systems

2

1

1
2
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Installation Scheme for Increased Efficiency and Safety at Work

1

507202
7“ TFT-LCD Monitor
Monitor in driver‘s cab

921011
MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f)
Direct connecting cable

2

101120
CMOS Camera 120° PAL
Rear view camera on trailer

701004
Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

optional
701005
Magnetic Base
Camera Bracket

15

Combine

MEKRA Lang Camera Monitor Systems

4
2

1

4
2

3

5
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Installation Scheme for Increased Efficiency and Safety at Work

1

507405
7“ TFT-LCD Monitor
Monitor in driver‘s cab

931016

931016

931016

931016

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

102100

2

101120

3

101120

4

101070

CMOS Camera 100° PAL low dist.
Camera on discharge tube

CMOS Camera 120° PAL
Camera on tail end

CMOS Camera 120° PAL
Camera on grain tank

CMOS Camera 70° PAL
Camera on tow hitch

701003

701004

701004

701003

Mounting Bracket
Camera Bracket

Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

Mounting Bracket
Camera Bracket

5

17

Feed Mixer

MEKRA Lang Camera Monitor Systems

3

1
4

1

3
5

2
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Installation Scheme for Increased Efficiency and Safety at Work

1

507405
7“ TFT-LCD Monitor
Monitor in driver‘s cab

931011

931011

931016

931016

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

101120

2

102100

3

101100

4

101100

CMOS Camera 120° PAL
Camera on tail end

CMOS Camera 100° PAL low dist.
Camera on mixing container

CMOS Camera 100° PAL
Camera on left discharge

CMOS Camera 100° PAL
Camera on right discharge

701004

701004

701004

701004

Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

5

19

Forestry Forwarder

MEKRA Lang Camera Monitor Systems

2

1

1
2
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Installation Scheme for Increased Efficiency and Safety at Work

507202

1

7“ TFT-LCD Monitor
Monitor in driver‘s cab

921016
MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f)
Direct connecting cable

101120

2

CMOS Camera 120° PAL
Camera on tail end

701003
Mounting Bracket
Camera Bracket

21

Field Sprayer

MEKRA Lang Camera Monitor Systems

4

1

1
3
4
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2

Installation Scheme for Increased Efficiency and Safety at Work

507405

1

7“ TFT-LCD Monitor
Monitor in driver‘s cab

900000

931011

AMP - MiniDIN (f)
Adapter

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

923005

101120

MiniDIN - MiniDIN_hd (m-f)
Direct connecting cable

212090
CCD LED Bracket Mount Camera
Camera on front wheel

931011

CMOS Camera 120° PAL
Rear View Camera

2

701004
Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

AMP - MEKRA (f-f)
Direct connecting cable

3

101070

4

CMOS Camera 70°
Camera on spray boom

701004
Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

23

Crop Trailer with Wireless Monitoring
Field Shredder and Farm Tractor with Trailer

4

1
6
2

7

5
4

3
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Installation Scheme for Increased Efficiency and Safety at Work
1

507202

2

507202

7“ TFT-LCD Monitor
Monitor in shredder

7“ TFT-LCD Monitor
Monitor in tractor

921011

921011

921005

927005

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f)
Shredder direct connecting cable

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f)
Shredder direct connecting cable

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f)
Direct connecting cable

MiniDIN - ABS 7-pin (m-m)
Tractor cable

101120

3

730002

4

730001

971003
ABS 7-pin - MEKRA (f-f)
Trailer cable

CMOS Camera 120° PAL
Camera on tail end

Transmitter
Transmitter on shredder roof

701004

911002

101120

Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

MEKRA - MEKRA (m-f)
Shredder direct connecting cable

CMOS Camera 120° PAL
Camera on trailer

102100

Receiver
Receiver on tractor roof

6

5

CMOS Camera 100° PAL low dist.
Camera on discharge tube

7

701004
Mounting Bracket with roof
Camera Bracket

701003
Mounting Bracket
Camera Bracket

25

Products &
Accessories
26
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The different connector types are color-coded for better clarity and also identified
as „male“ and „female“.

ABS

MEKRA

MiniDin HD

MiniDin

AMP

Camera monitor systems by MEKRAtronics impress with their world-class quality.
Even under the most difficult conditions, including back-light or darkness, our
cameras produce images of superior quality.
Our broad product portfolio enables us to cover a wide variety of applications.
We are committed to provide you with the best solution for your requirements.
In addition to our cameras and monitors, which are at the very heart of our product
portfolio, we also offer a wide range of cables and accessories which you will find
on the following pages.

Monitors

28

Adapter Cables

30

Cables & Connections

34

Wireless Components

38

Cameras

39

Accessories

42

Mirror Systems & Mounting Rods

46
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Monitors

Output Devices

Let us help you find the appropriate monitor for every use scenario.
MEKRAtronics has the appropriate monitor for each of your applications,
whether you need a 5“, 6“, 7“, or 10“ screen, a watertight enclosure, 1, 2, or 4 camera inputs, or a split-screen or full image display.

5,6“ TFT-LCD Monitor
• Resolution: 320 x 234 Pixel
• Aspect ratio: 4:3
• Brightness: 200 cd/m2
• Operating voltage: 12/24 V
• Temperature range: -20 °C to +70 °C
• Contrast ratio: 300:1

• Camera input: 1 (505101)/2 (505201)
• Connection: MiniDIN
• DDIN mounting frame

Item description

Item number

1

5,6“ TFT-LCD Monitor with one camera input

505101

2

5,6“ TFT-LCD Monitor with two camera inputs

505201

7“ TFT-LCD Monitor
• Resolution: 480 x 234 Pixel
• Aspect ratio: 16:9
• Brightness: 350 cd/m2
• Operating voltage: 12/24 V
• Temperature range: -20 °C to +70 °C
• Contrast ratio: 300:1

• Camera input: 2
• Connection: MiniDIN

Item description

Item number

1

507202

7“ TFT-LCD Monitor

7“ TFT-LCD Monitor Quad
• Resolution: 480 x 234 Pixel
• Aspect ratio: 16:9
• Brightness: 350 cd/m2
• Operating voltage: 12/24 V
• Temperature range: -20 °C to +70 °C
• Contrast ratio: 300:1

28

• Camera input: 4
• Connection: MiniDIN

Item description

Item number

1

507401

7“ TFT-LCD Monitor Quad

Our vision ... is safety!

7“ TFT-LED Monitor Quad IP 65
• Resolution: 800 x 480 Pixel
• Aspect ratio: 16:9
• Brightness: 500 cd/m2
• Operating voltage: 12/24 V
• Temperature range: -30 °C to +85 °C
• Contrast ratio: 600:1

• Camera input: 4
• Connection: AMP
• Watertight IP 65
• Homologated
• Preset menus
• Made in Germany!

Item description

Item number

1

507405

7“ TFT-LED Monitor Quad IP 65

MEKRA Surround View Monitor
• Resolution: 800 x 480 Pixel
• Aspect ratio: 16:9
• Brightness: 500 cd/m2
• Operating voltage: 12/24 V
• Temperature range: -30 °C to +85 °C
• Contrast ratio: 600:1

• Camera input: 4
• Connection: AMP
• Watertight IP 65
• Homologated
• Preset menus
• Made in Germany!

Item description

Item number

1

507410

MEKRA Surround View Monitor
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Adapter Cables
Adaptation Solutions

Trimble - MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

Trimble - MEKRA (f)

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900023

Length

Item number

John Deere Command Center - MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

John Deere Command Center - MEKRA (f)

5m

900006

2

John Deere Command Center - MEKRA (f)

11 m

900007

3

John Deere Command Center - MEKRA (f)

16 m

900008

Length

Item number

5m

900009

Length

Item number

3m

900004

John Deere Command Center - ABS (m)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
via 7-pin ABS sockets

Item description
1

John Deere Command Center - ABS (m)

John Deere 2630 - 3 x MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting up to
3 cameras to John Deere Display 2630,
incl. power supply
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

Item description
1
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John Deere 2630 - 3 x MEKRA (f)
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• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

New Holland - MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

New Holland - MEKRA (f)

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900011

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900016

Length

Item number

3m

900013

Length

Item number

3m

900014

1 x Fendt - MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

1 x Fendt - MEKRA (f)

1 x Fendt - MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

1 x Fendt - MEKRA (f)

1 x Fendt - ABS (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
via 7-pin ABS sockets

Item description
1

1 x Fendt - ABS (f)
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Adapter Cables
Adaptation Solutions

2 x Fendt - ABS (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting up to two
cameras via 7-pin ABS sockets

Item description
1

2 x Fendt - ABS (f)

Length

Item number

3m

900015

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900021

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900022

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900000

Case BNC/Crimp - 3 x MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting up to three
cameras, incl. power supply
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

Case BNC/Crimp - 3 x MEKRA (f)

Case BNC - MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera,
incl. power supply
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

Case BNC - MEKRA (f)

AMP – MiniDIN (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting a MiniDIN
cable to a MEKRA 507405 monitor

Item description
1

32

AMP – MiniDIN (f)
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Isobus Terminal – MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

Isobus Terminal – MEKRA (f)

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900036

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900037

Length

Item number

0.5 m

900040

John Deere – MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

John Deere – MEKRA (f)

Müller Elektronik – MEKRA (f)
• Adapter cable for connecting one camera
with the Müller Touch Display
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description
1

Müller Elektronik – MEKRA (f)
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Cables & Connections
Cables and Connectors

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f)
• For directly connecting MEKRA 100000
series cameras to standard
MEKTRAtronics monitors
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description

Length

Item number

1

MiniDIN Direct connecting cable

0.5 m

921500

2

MiniDIN Direct connecting cable

3m

921003

3

MiniDIN Direct connecting cable

5m

921005

4

MiniDIN Direct connecting cable

11 m

921011

5

MiniDIN Direct connecting cable

16 m

921016

6

MiniDIN Direct connecting cable

21 m

921021

Item description

Length

Item number

1

AMP Direct connecting cable

0.5 m

900001

2

AMP Direct connecting cable

5m

931005

3

AMP Direct connecting cable

11 m

931011

4

AMP Direct connecting cable

16 m

931016

5

AMP Direct connecting cable

21 m

931021

Item description

Length

Item number

1

MiniDIN - MiniDIN_hd

5m

923005

2

MiniDIN - MiniDIN_hd

10 m

923010

3

MiniDIN - MiniDIN_hd

15 m

923015

4

MiniDIN - MiniDIN_hd

20 m

923020

AMP - MEKRA (m-f)
• For directly connecting MEKRA 100000
series cameras to 507405 MEKRA
monitors
• ADR tested

• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

MiniDIN - MiniDIN_hd (m-f)
• For directly connecting S-cameras,
transporter and shutter cameras to
standard MEKRAtronics monitors
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Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA (m-f)
• For extending all connection cables
equipped with MEKRA connectors
• ADR tested
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description

Length

Item number

1

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA

2m

911002

2

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA

5m

911005

3

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA

11 m

911011

4

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA

16 m

911016

5

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA

21 m

911021

Item description

Length

Item number

1

0.5 m

917500

Item description

Length

Item number

1

3m

977003

Item description

Length

Item number

1

0.5 m

971500

MEKRA - ABS 7-pin (m-m)
• Adapter cable for on-board
MEKRA connectors
• ADR tested

• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

MEKRA - ABS 7-pin

ABS spiral cable 7-pin (f-f)
• For semi trailer applications
• ADR tested
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

• Color-coded

ABS spiral cable 7-pin

ABS 7-pin - MEKRA (m-f)
• Adapter cable for semi trailer applications
• For connecting MEKRA 100000 series
cameras, trailer-side
• ADR tested

ABS 7-pin - MEKRA

• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)
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Cables & Connections
Cables and Connectors

ABS 7-pin - MEKRA (f-f)
• Connection for 100000 series cameras,
trailer-side
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description

Length

Item number

1

ABS 7-pin - MEKRA

3m

971003

2

ABS 7-pin - MEKRA

5m

971005

3

ABS 7-pin - MEKRA

11 m

971011

4

ABS 7-pin - MEKRA ADR tested

16 m

971016

5

ABS 7-pin - MEKRA

21 m

971021

Item description

Length

Item number

1

ABS Connector - MiniDIN_hd

10 m

973010

2

ABS Connector - MiniDIN_hd

20 m

973020

Item description

Length

Item number

1

MiniDIN - ABS

5m

927005

2

MiniDIN - ABS

11 m

927011

3

MiniDIN - ABS

16 m

927016

Item description

Length

Item number

1

5m

927205

ABS Connector - MiniDIN_hd (f-f)
• For connecting S-cameras, transporter
and shutter cameras, trailer-side
• Color-coded ABS socket

MiniDIN - ABS 7-pin (m-m)
• For directly connecting one camera to
standard MEKRAtronics monitors, vehicle-side

2 x MiniDIN - ABS 7-pin (m-m)
• For directly connecting two cameras to
standard MEKRAtronics monitors, vehicle-side

36

2 x MiniDIN - ABS 7-pin
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ABS 7-pin - 2 x MEKRA (f-f)
• Connection for 100000 series cameras,
trailer-side
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description

Length

Item number

1

3m

971203

Item description

Length

Item number

1

10 m

973210

Item description

Length

Item number

1

5m

925305

Item description

Length

Item number

1

10 m

951311

ABS 7-pin - 2 x MEKRA

ABS 7-pin - 2 x MiniDIN HD (f-f)
• Connection for 100000 series cameras,
trailer-side
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

ABS 7-pin - 2 x MiniDIN HD

3 x MiniDIN - 15-pin ABS (m-m)
• ADR tested
• For directly connecting 3 cameras to
standard MEKRAtronics monitors, vehicle-side

• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

3 x MiniDIN - 15-pin ABS

15-pin ABS - 3 x MEKRA (f-f)
• For connecting three MEKRA 100000
series cameras, trailer-side
• ADR tested
• Resistant to UV rays, oil, and gasoline

15-pin ABS - 3 x MEKRA

• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)
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Wireless Components

Individual Components and Spare Parts

Receiver
• Frequency range: 5,84 Hz
• Operating voltage: 9 - 36 V
• Dimensions (excl. antenna):
150 mm x 64 mm x 34 mm
• Operation temperature: -40 °C to +85 °C

• Protection class IP 66
• Number of channels: 8
• Transmit power: 25 mW max.
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description

Item number

1

730001

Receiver

Transmitter
• Frequency range: 5,84 Hz
• Operating voltage: 9 - 36 V
• Dimensions (excl. antenna):
150 mm x 64 mm x 34 mm
• Operation temperature: -40 °C to +85 °C

• Protection class IP 66
• Number of channels: 8
• Transmit power: 25 mW max.
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description

Item number

1

730002

Transmitter

Aerial cable
• Rugged connector design ensures easy
installation

Item description

Length

Item number

1

0.5 m

730003

Length

Item number

0.05 m

730004

Wireless system aerial cable

Omnidirectional antenna (replacement)
• Open field range: 700 m
• Usable for transmitter and receiver

• Rugged connector design ensures easy
installation

Item description
1
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Omnidirectional antenna (replacement)

Our vision ... is safety!

Camera Systems
Installation and Use

What You Should Know
Our camera portfolio covers the whole
spectrum of real-world applications,
including cameras with integrated infrared LEDs ensuring better visibility in the
dark, as well as products with integrated
protective lids, and our MEKRA camera for
extremely rough working conditions:

Camera Image
No matter what you need in a camera we can provide it for you!

The following examples illustrate the
differences between the
individual aperture angles.

Please note that all aperture angles listed
are horizontal values.
28° aperture angle

Monitor Position
With increasing distance between the
monitor and the driver’s eyes, the objects
being displayed on the monitor
appear smaller.

For a 7‘‘ display the distance should be
between 40 and 100 cm.
70° aperture angle

Camera Position
MEKRAtronics cameras are available with
various aperture angles which – depending on mounting position and requirements – provide an ideal representation
of the targeted field of vision.

Please consider the following: While a
larger aperture angle extends the total
area displayed, objects in that area will
appear smaller.

100° aperture angle

Low Distortion
You will notice that the product description of several MEKRA CMOS camera
models contains the keyword
„low distortion“.

120° aperture angle

This term refers to using a special
processing technique for images which
would normally appear distorted.
130° aperture angle
The software generates low-distortion
versions of images captured with a „fish
eye“ or very wide-angle lens.The illustrations on the right clearly show the difference between a „distorted“ image (top)
and a low-distortion image (bottom).
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Camera Systems

Cameras and Mounting Systems

CMOS Camera
• Protection class IP 69K: Resistant to
high-pressure cleaning, dust-proof
• Vibration resistance: 50 G
• Operating voltage: 10 - 36 V
• Dimensions: 65 mm x 59 mm x 50 mm
• Operation temperature: -40 °C to +85 °C

• Aperture angles:
28°/50°/70°/100°/120°/130°
• Video format: PAL/NTSC
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)
• Made in Germany!

Item description

Aperture angles Item number

1

CMOS Camera

28° PAL

101028

2

CMOS Camera

28° NTSC

101128

3

CMOS Camera

50° PAL

101050

4

CMOS Camera

50° NTSC

101052

5

CMOS Camera

70° PAL

101070

6

CMOS Camera

70° NTSC

101072

7

CMOS Camera

100° PAL

101100

8

CMOS Camera

100° NTSC

101102

9

CMOS Kamera low distortion

100° PAL

102100

10 CMOS Kamera low distortion

100° NTSC

102102

11

CMOS Camera dist.

100° PAL

102200

12

CMOS Camera dist.

100° NTSC

102202

13 CMOS Camera

120° PAL

101120

14 CMOS Camera

120° NTSC

101122

15 CMOS Kamera low distortion

120° PAL

102120

16 CMOS Kamera low distortion

120° NTSC

102122

17 CMOS Camera

130° PAL

101130

18 CMOS Camera

130° NTSC

101132

There is a wide variety of camera brackets available for the 100000 camera series. For more details, please see page 42.
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CMOS Ball Camera
• Protection class IP 69K: Resistant to
high-pressure cleaning, dust-proof
• Vibration resistance: 50 G
• Operating voltage: 10 - 36 V
• Dimensions: 65 mm x 59 mm x 50 mm

• Operation temperature: -40 °C to +85 °C
• Aperture angles: 70°/100°/120°
• Video format: PAL/ NTSC
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)
• Made in Germany!

Item description

Aperture angles Item number

1

CMOS Ball Camera

70° PAL

103070

2

CMOS Ball Camera

70° NTSC

103072

3

CMOS Ball Camera

100° PAL

103100

4

CMOS Ball Camera

100° NTSC

103102

5

CMOS Ball Camera

120° PAL

103120

6

CMOS Ball Camera

120° NTSC

103122

Item description

Aperture angles

Item number

1

86°

212090

Item description

Aperture angles

Item number

1

90° horizontal

252090

CCD LED Bracket Mount Camera
• Protection class IP 68:
Watertight and dust-proof
• Vibration resistance: 5 G
• Operating voltage: 12 V
• Dimensions: 82 mm x 73 mm x 58 mm

• Operation temperature: -30 °C to +70 °C
• Aperture angles: 86°
• Light sensitivity: 0 Lux (18 IR LEDs)
• With built-in microphone

CCD LED Bracket Mount Camera

CCD Ball Camera
• Protection class IP 68:
Watertight and dust-proof
• Vibration resistance: 5 G
• Operating voltage: 12 V
• Dimensions: 77,5 mm x 63 mm x 50 mm

CCD Ball Camera

• Operation temperature: -30 °C to +70 °C
• Aperture angles: 90° horizontal
• Light sensitivity: 0 Lux (9 IR LEDs)
• Ideally suited as rear view camera for
light commercial vehicles
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Accessories

Brackets and Mounting Supplies

Standard Bracket
• 90 mm x 100 mm x 73 mm (W x H x D)
• Thanks to its swivel head design,
the camera can be rotated 360°

• ABS plastics
• Its orientation can be adjusted as needed

Item description

Item number

1

701001

Standard Bracket

Standard Bracket Ball Camera
• 80 mm x 71 mm x 28 mm (W x H x D)
• Thanks to its swivel head design,
the camera can be rotated 360°

• ABS plastics
• Its orientation can be adjusted as needed

Item description

Item number

1

703001

Standard Bracket Ball Camera

Design Bracket
• 125 mm x 102 mm x 73 mm (W x H x D)
• Sleek and attractive design bracket
• ABS plastics

• Thanks to its swivel head design,
the camera can be rotated 360°
• Its orientation can be adjusted as needed

Item description

Item number

1

701002

Design Bracket

Design Bracket Ball Camera
• 121 mm x 98 mm x 59 mm (W x H x D)
• Sleek and attractive design bracket
• ABS plastics
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• Thanks to its swivel head design,
the camera can be rotated 360°
• Its orientation can be adjusted as needed

Item description

Item number

1

703002

Design Bracket Ball Camera

Our vision ... is safety!

Mounting Bracket
• 87 mm x 70 mm x 74 mm (W x H x D)
• Stainless steel
• Compact bracket
• Ideally suited for overhead installations

• The camera can be tilted 180° within the
bracket and swivelled with the bracket
• Its orientation can be adjusted as needed

Item description

Item number

1

701003

Mounting Bracket

Mounting Bracket with roof
• 87 mm x 74 mm x 74 mm (W x H x D)
• Stainless steel
• Compact bracket
• The hood offers additional protection in
tough work environments

• The camera can be tilted 180° within the
bracket and swivelled with the bracket
• Its orientation can be adjusted as needed

Item description

Item number

1

701004

Mounting Bracket with roof

Mounting Bracket with roof incl. Spray Nozzle
• 87 mm x 80 mm x 74 mm (W x H x D)
• Stainless steel
• Compact bracket
• Required for high-pressure cleaning
unit 12/24 V.

• The camera can be tilted 180° within the
bracket and swivelled with the bracket
• Its orientation can be adjusted as needed

Item description

Item number

1

701006

Mounting Bracket with roof incl. Spray Nozzle

Magnetic Base
• 66 mm x 19 mm (Dia. x H)
• 180 N adhesive force
• Compatible with:
701001/ 701003/ 701004/ 701006

• Ideal for switching between vehicles or
for work area cameras requiring
adjustment flexibility

Item description

Item number

1

701005

Magnetic Base
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Brackets and Mounting Supplies

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder
• Excellent choice for particularly rough
work environments

Item description

Item number

1

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder

701007

2

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder with suction base

701008

3

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder extension 5 cm

701009

4

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder extension 10 cm

701010

5

Zirkona Monitor Bracket Holder

701011

Stromanschlusskabel für den Monitor
• Excellent choice for particularly rough
work environments

Item description

Item number

1

Stromanschlusskabel 507202

720009

2

Stromanschlusskabel 507401

720010

ABS Plug Holder
• Provides a variety of ABS socket mounting
positions on your vehicle

Item description

Item number

1

ABS Plug Holder

750001

2

ABS Parking Socket

900003

High-Pressure Cleaning Unit
• For 701006 mounting bracket with
100000 series cameras
• Incl. cable, control switch, 15 m tubing,
tank (8 liters), check valve
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• Cleans the lens under difficult
environmental conditions to remove
mud, dirt, and salt

Item description

Item number

1

Cleaning Unit complete 24 V

750002

2

Cleaning Unit complete 12 V

750003

Our vision ... is safety!

MEKRA - open end (f)
• Adapter cable for customized cable
configurations
• Connector for 100000 series cameras

• May also be used for repairing damaged
cable sections
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description

Length

Item number

1

0.5 m

900051

Item description

Length

Item number

1

0.5 m

900050

MEKRA - open end female

MEKRA - open end (m)
• Adapter cable for customized cable
configurations
• Connector for 100000 series cameras

• May also be used for repairing damaged
cable sections
• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

MEKRA - open end male

MEKRA Schutzkappen
• May also be used for repairing damaged
cable sections

• IP 69K pluggable connection (MEKRA-side)

Item description

Item number

1

900052

MEKRA Schutzkappen
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Mirror Systems

Mirrors and Mounting Rods

MEKRA Lang Modular Mirror System 1009 II

1 Attractive design:

4
1+ 4

3

E1 02 1165

5

6

2

4

Rugged enclosure:

No visible screws

- Shock-proof

and cables

- Resistant to UV rays

2 Metal clamp:

5

Two actuators:

- Compatible with various

- For horizontal and

tubular diameters
(18 mm to 22 mm or 28 mm)

vertical adjustments
- Safe operation even under

- Vertical and horizontal

extreme conditions

attachment options

3 Adjustment mechanism:

Main mirror (HS):
Glass radius (R): 1200 mm

6

Withstands toughest conditions

7

7 OPTIONS
Wide-angle mirror (WWS):
Glass radius (R): 300 mm

• Extremely large field of vision provides significant safety benefits without compromising direct view
• Detection of persons and obstacles in close proximity
• Reduced risk of injuries and property damage
• Prevention of costly machine down-times

• Better work efficiency
• Manual adjustment, heated, 12 V / 24 V
• Powered and heated configuration available

232

Mirror rod configuration options

121

Left tubular bracket
291

Top tubular bracket

Close-proximity mirror (NBS):
Glass radius (R): 240 mm

Main Mirror
51.1009.001.001 manual

Top tubular bracket

51.1009.081.001

manual

Top tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.113.001

powered

Top tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.009.001 powered

Top tubular bracket

24 V

40.1009.001.000 Mirror glass R 1200 mm
Bottom tubular bracket
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Right tubular bracket

40.1009.004.099 Mirror glass R 1200 mm

12 V

40.1009.001.099 Mirror glass R 1200 mm

24 V

MEKRA Lang Modular Mirror System 1009 II

232

122

379

382

232

E1 02 1165

Extra large
wide-angle mirror

Main and close-proximity mirror combination

Main and wide-angle mirror combination

51.1009.017.001

manual

Top tubular bracket

51.1009.242.001

manual

right side with 28 mm socket

51.1009.027.001

manual

Bottom tubular bracket

51.1009.243.001

manual

right side with 28 mm socket

51.1009.029.001 manual

Left tubular bracket

51.1009.031.001

Right tubular bracket

manual

24 V

51.1009.244.001 manual

with 28 mm socket

51.1009.049.001 manual

Top tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.035.001 manual

Bottom tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.037.001

Left tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.039.001 manual

Right tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.097.001

Top tubular bracket

12 V

Close-proximity mirror

51.1009.043.001 powered

Bottom tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.049.099

51.1009.045.001 powered

Left tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.048.099

12 V

51.1009.047.001

Right tubular bracket

12 V

51.1009.047.099

24 V

51.1009.089.001 manual

Top tubular bracket

24 V

40.1009.002.000

Mirror glass R 240 mm

51.1009.248.001 manual

Bottom tubular bracket

24 V

40.1009.002.099

Mirror glass R 240 mm

12 V

51.1009.245.001 manual

with 28 mm socket

24 V

40.1009.005.099

Mirror glass R 240 mm

24 V

51.1009.025.001 powered

Top tubular bracket

24 V

manual
powered

powered

09.2000.301H

2 m heating cable (not included)

09.3200.410H

Cable set 1-mirror operation (not included)

09.3200.420H

Cable set 2-mirror operation (not included)

Compact Mirror 1010 II

E1 02 1228

Main mirror for 14-22 mm rod diameter

aspherical

spherical

51.1010.000.001

manual

aspherical

51.1010.009.001

manual

aspherical

51.1010.010.001

manual

spherical

40.1010.001.099

Mirror glass R 1200 mm

aspherical

12 V
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Mirror Systems

Mirrors and Mounting Rods

Telescopic Mirror Rod 1017 22 mm rod diameter 90 degree angle
Manual and electrical rod adjustment available
Manual rod adjustment

510
800

Electrical rod adjustment

58.1017.005.099

manual

left side

for mirror head manual / unheated

58.1017.006.099

manual

right side

for mirror head manual / unheated

58.1017.011.099

manual

left side

for mirror head electrical / heated

58.1017.012.099

manual

right side

for mirror head electrical / heated

58.1017.013.099

manual

left side

for mirror head manual / heated

58.1017.014.099

manual

right side

for mirror head manual / heated

58.1017.015.099

elektrisch

left side

for mirror head electrical / heated

58.1017.016.099

elektrisch

right side

for mirror head electrical / heated

510
760

Komplettsystem 1017 22 mm rod diameter 90 degree angle
System with Mirror 1009 II

HS

NBS
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E102 1165
59.1017.003.099

manual

left side

HS = manual / unheated

NBS = manual / unheated

59.1017.004.099

manual

right side HS = manual / unheated

NBS = manual / unheated

59.1017.005.099

manual

left side

HS = electrical / heated

NBS = manual / heated

12 V

59.1017.006.099

manual

right side HS = electrical / heated

NBS = manual / heated

12 V

59.1017.009.099

powered

left side

HS = electrical / heated

NBS = manual / heated

12 V

59.1017.008.099

powered

right side HS = electrical / heated

NBS = manual / heated

12 V

59.1017.018.001

manual

left side

HS = electrical / heated

NBS = manual / heated

24 V

59.1017.019.001

manual

right side HS = electrical / heated

NBS = manual / heated

24 V

Notes
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List of All Products
Item No.

MEKRAtronics-Item description

Monitors

3 x MiniDIN - 15pin ABS (m-m) 5 m

505101

5,6" TFT-LCD Monitor 1 Camera

927005

MiniDIN - ABS (m-m) 5 m

505201

5,6" TFT-LCD Monitor 2 Cameras

927011

MiniDIN - ABS (m-m) 11 m

507202

7" TFT-LCD Monitor 2 Cameras

927016

MiniDIN - ABS (m-m) 16 m

507401

7" TFT-LCD Monitor Quad

927205

2 x MiniDIN - ABS (m-m) 5 m

507405

7" LED Monitor

931005

AMP - MEKRA (f) 5 m

507410

7" LED Monitor Surround View

931011

AMP - MEKRA (f) 11 m

931016

AMP - MEKRA (f) 16 m

900000

AMP - MiniDIN (f) 0.5 m

931021

AMP - MEKRA (f) 21 m

900004

JD 2630 Display - 3 x MEKRA (f) 3 m

951311

15-pin ABS - 3 x MEKRA (f-f) 11 m

900006

JD Com.Center - MEKRA (f) 5 m

971003

ABS - MEKRA (f-f) 3 m

900007

JD Com.Center - MEKRA (f) 11 m

971005

ABS - MEKRA (f-f) 5 m

900008

JD Com.Center - MEKRA (f) 16 m

971011

ABS - MEKRA (f-f) 11 m

900009

JD Com.Center - ABS (m) 5 m

971016

ABS - MEKRA (f-f) 16 m

900011

NH Adapter - MEKRA (f) 0.5 m

971021

ABS - MEKRA (f-f) 21 m

900013

1 x Fendt - MEKRA (f) 3 m

971203

ABS - 2 x MEKRA (f-f) 3 m

900014

1 x Fendt - ABS (m) 3 m

971500

ABS - MEKRA (m-f) 0.5 m

900015

2 x Fendt - ABS (m) 3 m

973010

ABS - MiniDin-hd (f-f) 10 m

900016

1 x Fendt - MEKRA (f) 0.5 m

973020

ABS - MiniDin-hd (f-f) 20 m

900021

Case BNC/Crimp - 3 x MEKRA(f) Adapter

973210

ABS - 2 x MiniDin-hd (f-f) 10m

900022

Case BNC - MEKRA (f) Adapter

977003

ABS spiral cable 7-pin (f-f) 3 m

900023

Trimble Adapter - MEKRA (f) 0.5 m

Wireless Components

900036

ISOBUS-Terminal 100/200 Adapter

730001

Receiver

900037

JD 4-polig - MEKRA (f) 0.5 m

730002

Transmitter

900040

Müller Electronic Adapter 0,5 m

730003

Aerial cable

730004

Omnidirectional antenna (replacement)

Adapter Cables

Cables & Connections
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925305

900001

AMP - Mekra (f) 0.5 m

Cameras

911002

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA (m-f) 2 m

101028

CMOS Camera 28° PAL

911005

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA (m-f) 5 m

101128

CMOS Camera 28° NTSC

911011

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA (m-f) 11 m

101050

CMOS Kamera 50° PAL

911016

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA (m-f) 16 m

101052

CMOS Kamera 50° NTSC

911021

Multi Cable MEKRA - MEKRA (m-f) 21 m

101070

CMOS Camera 70° PAL

917500

MEKRA - ABS (m-m) 0.5 m

101072

CMOS Camera 70° NTSC

921003

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f) 3 m

101100

CMOS Camera 100° PAL

921005

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f) 5 m

101102

CMOS Camera 100° NTSC

921011

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f) 11 m

101120

CMOS Camera 120° PAL

921016

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f) 16 m

101122

CMOS Camera 120° NTSC

921021

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f) 21 m

101130

CMOS Camera 130° PAL

921500

MiniDIN - MEKRA (m-f) 0.5 m

101132

CMOS Camera 130° NTSC

923005

MiniDIN - MiniDIN-hd (m-f) 5 m

102100

CMOS Camera 100° PAL vza.

923010

MiniDIN - MiniDIN-hd (m-f) 10 m

102102

CMOS Camera 100° NTSC vza.

923015

MiniDIN - MiniDIN-hd (m-f) 15 m

102120

CMOS Camera 120° PAL

923020

MiniDIN - MiniDIN-hd (m-f) 20 m

102122

CMOS Camera 120° NTSC

Our vision ... is safety!

MEKRA Lang-Modular Mirror System 1009 II

E1 02 1165

Main Mirror

102200

CMOS Camera 100° PAL dist.

102202

CMOS Camera 100° NTSC dist.

51.1009.001.001

manual

Top tubular bracket

103070

CMOS Ball Camera 70° PAL

51.1009.081.001

manual

Top tubular bracket

103072

CMOS Ball Camera 70° NTSC

51.1009.113.001

powered

Top tubular bracket

12 V

103100

CMOS Ball Camera 100° PAL

51.1009.009.001

powered

Top tubular bracket

24 V

103102

CMOS Ball Camera 100° NTSC

40.1009.001.000 Mirror glass R 1200 mm

103120

CMOS Ball Camera 120° PAL

40.1009.004.099 Mirror glass R 1200 mm

12 V

103122

CMOS Ball Camera 120° NTSC

40.1009.001.099

24 V

102202

CMOS Camera 100° NTSC dist.

Main and close-proximity mirror combination

212090

CCD LED Bracket Mount Camera

51.1009.017.001

manual

Top tubular bracket

252090

CCD Ball Camera

51.1009.027.001

manual

Bottom tubular bracket

51.1009.029.001

manual

Left tubular bracket

Accessories

Mirror glass R 1200 mm

12 V

701001

Standard Bracket

51.1009.031.001

manual

Right tubular bracket

701002

Design Bracket

51.1009.244.001

manual

with 28 mm socket

701003

Mounting Bracket

51.1009.049.001

manual

Top tubular bracket

12 V

701004

Mounting Bracket with roof

51.1009.035.001

manual

Bottom tubular bracket

12 V

701005

Magnetic Base

51.1009.037.001

manual

Left tubular bracket

12 V

701006

Mounting Bracket with roof incl. Spray Nozzle

51.1009.039.001

manual

Right tubular bracket

12 V

701007

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder

51.1009.097.001

powered

Top tubular bracket

12 V

701008

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder with suction base

51.1009.043.001

powered

Bottom tubular bracket

12 V

701009

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder extension 5 cm

51.1009.045.001

powered

Left tubular bracket

12 V

701010

Heavy-Duty Monitor Bracket Holder extension 10 cm

51.1009.047.001

powered

Right tubular bracket

12 V

701011

Zirkona Monitor Bracket Holder

51.1009.089.001

manual

Top tubular bracket

24 V

703001

Standard Bracket Ball Camera

51.1009.248.001

manual

Bottom tubular bracket

24 V

703002

Design Bracket Ball Camera

51.1009.245.001

manual

with 28 mm socket

24 V

720009

Stromanschlusskabel 507202

51.1009.025.001

powered

Top tubular bracket

24 V

720010

Stromanschlusskabel 507401

09.2000.301H

2 m heating cable (not included)

750001

ABS Plug Holder

09.3200.410H

Cable set 1-mirror operation (not included)

750002

Cleaning Unit complete 24 V

09.3200.420H

Cable set 2-mirror operation (not included)

750003

Cleaning Unit complete 12 V

Main and wide-angle mirror combination

900003

ABS Parking Socket

51.1009.242.001

manual

right side

28 mm Aufnahme

900050

MEKRA (m) - open end 0.5 m

51.1009.243.001

manual

right side

28 mm Aufnahme

900051

MEKRA (f) - open end 0.5 m

Close-proximity mirror

900052

MEKRA Schutzkappen

51.1009.049.099
51.1009.048.099

12 V

51.1009.047.099

24 V

40.1009.002.000

Mirror glass R 240 mm

40.1009.002.099

Mirror glass R 240 mm

12 V

40.1009.005.099

Mirror glass R 240 mm

24 V

24 V
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Compact Mirror 1010 II

E1 02 1228

Main mirror for 14-22 mm rod diameter
51.1010.000.001

manual

aspherical

51.1010.009.001

manual

aspherical

51.1010.010.001

manual

spherical

40.1010.001.099

Mirror glass R 1200 mm

aspherical

12 V

Telescopic Mirror Rod 1017
22 mm rod diameter 90 degree angle
Manual and electrical rod adjustment available
58.1017.005.099 manual

left

Mirror head manual / unheated

58.1017.006.099 manual

right

Mirror head manual / unheated

58.1017.011.099

manual

left

Mirror head electrical / heated

58.1017.012.099

manual

right

Mirror head electrical / heated

58.1017.013.099

manual

left

Mirror head manual / heated

58.1017.014.099

manual

right

Mirror head manual / heated

58.1017.015.099

elektrisch left

Mirror head electrical / heated

58.1017.016.099

elektrisch right

Mirror head electrical / heated

Complete System 1017
22 mm rod diameter 90 degree angle

Phone Service
Our comprehensive product portfolio can be
somewhat daunting. Please don‘t hesitate to
call us. Our experienced and knowledgeable
technical staff will be happy to assist you.

System with Mirror 1009 II E1 02 1165
59.1017.003.099 manual

left

HS=m/u

NBS=m/u

59.1017.004.099

manual

right

HS=m/u

NBS=m/u

59.1017.005.099

manual

left

HS=e/h

NBS=m/h

12 V

59.1017.006.099

manuell

right

HS=e/h

NBS=m/h

12 V

59.1017.009.099

powered

left

HS=e/h

NBS=m/h

12 V

59.1017.008.099

powered

right

HS=e/h

NBS=m/h

12 V

59.1017.018.001

manual

left

HS=e/h

NBS=m/h

24 V

59.1017.019.001

manual

right

HS=e/h

NBS=m/h

24 V

m/u = manual / unheated · e/h = electrical / heated · m/h = manual / heated

Use the QR Code on the back cover of this
catalog or visit our website to find the correct
contact person.

MEKRAtronics camera systems for increased
efficiency and safety at work.

Mobile Field Service
As part of our various service offers, you can
have our Service Team train your employees or
perform installations; just call us for
more details.
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T&C

General Terms and Conditions
I. General Provisions
The provisions of the contract between
MEKRAtronics GmbH, and our orderers who are
contractors as defined in para. 14 BGB are solely
governed by these General Terms and Conditions.
Our offers are exclusively meant for entrepreneurs as defined by Article 4 BGB (German Civil
Code). Deviating business terms of the customer,
even if they are known to us, shall not become a
part of the contract. Our offers are always subject
to change without notice. Our General Terms and
Conditions of Sale and Delivery are considered
accepted upon placement of order, at the latest
upon receipt of goods. In the case of repeated
business relations these General Terms and
Conditions of Sale and Delivery also apply for all
future transactions. Should individual provisions
be or become completely or partially ineffective,
then the validity of the other provisions shall
thereby not be affected. MEKRAtronics and the
customer shall agree upon a regulation the
economic success of which shall be as close
as possible to the ineffective one. Until such
agreement the laws, administrative practice and
judicature effective at the time of execution are
to be applied.
II. Conclusion of Contract and Prices
1. By ordering merchandise the purchaser
bindingly declares that he wants to buy the
merchandise ordered. He shall be bound to
this statement for two weeks. We are entitled to
accept the offer of a contract underlying
the order within two weeks upon receipt of the
latter by us. The acceptance may be declared in
writing, electronically, or by delivery of the goods
to the purchaser.
2. The obligations in electronic commerce according to Section 312e, par. I sentence 1, Nos. 1 to
3, and sentence 2 of BGB (German Civil Code)
are excluded.
3. The conclusion of the contract takes place
subject to the correct and timely delivery by our
sub-suppliers to us. This applies only in case we
are not responsible for the non-delivery, especially in case of the conclusion of a congruent
hedging business transaction with our sub-suppliers. The purchaser shall be informed about the
non-availability of the product without delay, and
the equivalent, insofar as already paid, shall be
reimbursed immediately.
4. All contractual financial obligations are to be
fulfilled solely in EURO.
5. Prices are understood to be net as ex factory
or supply depot. Freight, packaging and import
costs, customs duties and other additional taxes
are payable by the purchaser.
III. Period of Delivery and Supply Commitment
1. Our written or electronic order confirmation
shall be decisive for extent, type, and date of the
delivery. Partial shipments shall be permitted.
2. A liability in meeting delivery deadlines determined as binding shall only be accepted under
the condition of undisturbed flow of operations
and distribution. In particular in cases of acts of
God and other disruptive events at our facilities
or those of our sub-suppliers or transport
contractors, for example operational or traffic
disruptions, fire, flooding, labour-, energy-, or traffic shortages, strikes, lockouts, official measures

as well as technical or technological situations
that considerably aggravate the execution of the
contract, release us from liability in punctual delivery or give us the right to stop delivery without
obligation for subsequent delivery.
3. If not agreed otherwise, we have the right to
deliver earlier than the delivery deadline. Unless
otherwise agreed upon, delivery effected by us
one up to a maximum of two weeks after the
stipulated delivery date shall not be considered
as delayed.
4. Delivery deadlines shall be considered met
when the goods have left the works or dispatch
depot or the purchaser has received notice by
expiration of the deadline of our readiness to
deliver. Subsequent alteration of contract shall
be cause for a reasonable extension of delivery
deadlines.
5. In the case of contracts whose performance
consists of several deliveries, non-performance,
defective or delayed performance of one delivery
remains without influence upon the other deliveries of the contract.
6. Default of payments, application for the
opening of an insolvency proceeding, handing in
of a state meant in lieu of an oath of disclosure
in accordance with § 807 ZPO (German Code
of Civil Procedure), temporary shortage of liquid
funds, or public knowledge of a considerable
deterioration of the financial circumstances of
the purchaser shall entitle us to stop deliveries
immediately and to deny performance of current
contracts. At the same time we shall be entitled
to make immediately due and payable those
accounts receivable from the purchaser which
are not due yet.
IV. Shipment, Passage of Risk
1. Packing, shipping route and method of transportation remain at our discretion unless special
agreements have been made.
2. The risk of accidental loss and accidental
deterioration of the merchandise shall pass
over to the purchaser upon handing it over, in
case of a mail order purchase upon delivery of
the matter to the forwarding agent, the carrier,
or another person or institution determined to
execute the shipment. If the purchaser is overdue
in accepting, this shall be equal to a handing
over of the merchandise.
3. Merchandise out of call orders shall be
accepted within 3 months after issuance of the
acknowledgement of order, unless otherwise
agreed.
4. Insurance against breakage and transportation
risks shall only be taken out upon special request
and shall be billed.
5. Customs duties and other expenses, also the
costs for payment of the necessary papers for
import into the country of destination, shall be
payable by the purchaser.
V. Payments, Terms of Payment
1. Invoices shall be payable: within 30 days from
date of invoice without cash discount of the
accumulated invoice value.
2. Cash discount shall only be granted after all
payment commitments out of earlier deliveries
have been fulfilled and the invoice amount has
been punctually paid to us in cash or has been
credited to our account by the aforementioned

due dates. The drawing of a bill of exchange can
thus not lead to the granting of a cash discount.
In case of cashless payment, especially when a
cheque is submitted, the date of the credit entry
shall be decisive. A cash discount cannot be
granted in the case of payment or credit entry
under reserve, with limiting conditions or any
other restrictions. The purchaser shall assume
all risks of method of payment. Invoices for tools
are subject to immediate payment without cash
discount.
3. Bills of exchange and checks shall only be
accepted on account of payment. Corresponding
credit entries are made only under the limiting
condition of correct receipt of the complete
amount due. We reserve the right to take in
external or own acceptances. Costs and discount
expenses are payable by the purchaser. We assume no responsibility for submission and protest.
Protest imposed against the purchaser‘s own
bills of exchange or non-immediate repayment of
protested external bills of exchange shall entitle
us to return all bills in circulation. At the same
time we shall be entitled to make immediately
due and payable those accounts receivable from
the purchaser which are not yet due. Antedated
checks shall not be accepted.
4. Interest on defaulted payment of 8% over
the discount rate of the German Central Bank
referred to in § 247 BGB (German Civil Law) shall
be charged in the case of missed payment dates.
The right of assertion of further damages caused
by delayed performance and other claims shall
remain reserved.
5. Advance and part payments are not subject to
interest payments.
6. The purchaser shall only be entitled to offset
or withhold payment if his counterclaim is undisputed or has been determined legally binding.
The purchaser may execute a right of retention
only if his counter claim is based on the same
contractual relationship.
7. Customer and invoice numbers are to be given
by the purchaser when invoices are balanced.
Delays or incorrect booking resulting from failure
to do so shall be payable by the purchaser.
VI. Retention of Ownership, Factoring
1. The delivered goods shall remain our property
until payment of all claims has been received.
The purchaser has the right to resell the proviso
goods within the scope of proper and orderly
course of business; however, a pledge or transfer
by way of security is not permissible. The purchaser is required to ensure our rights in the case of
resale of proviso goods on credit.
2. The accounts receivable by the purchaser
based on the resale of the merchandise subject
to reservation shall now already be transferred
to us in the amount of the invoice. We hereby
agree to accept this transfer. Regardless of the
assignment, the purchaser shall retain the right
to collect payment under the condition that he
fulfils his responsibilities to us according to the
underlying contractual relationship and does
not fall into financial decline. Otherwise the
purchaser must provide the information about
the assignment necessary for collection upon our
demand and notify his debtors of the respective
assignment. In this case we reserve the right to
collect the accounts receivable by ourselves.
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3. A possible finishing or processing of the
merchandise sold subject to reservation by the
purchaser shall always take place on our behalf
and by order of us, without any obligations
resulting for us from this, however. In the case of
processing of proviso goods with other goods not
belonging to us, we are entitled to the co-owner
portion of the resulting product corresponding to
the value of the proviso goods in relation to the
other processed goods. Insofar as here and in the
following the value of the proviso goods is referred to, this value results from our invoice value.
4. Should the purchaser acquire sole ownership
of the new product according to § 947 paragraph
2 BGB, it is agreed upon that the purchaser grants
co-ownership in the proportion of the value of the
processed, attached, or mixed proviso goods, and
that he protects these free of charge.
5. In the case of resale of the proviso goods
together with other goods, regardless of with or
without processing, attachment or mixing, the
assignment in advance agreed to above shall
be valid only to the extent of the value of proviso
goods that were resold together with the other
goods. We shall be obligated to release on demand the securities entitled as provided above, if
the value exceeds secured payments by 20 %.
6. The purchaser must immediately notify us and
provide the material necessary for an intervention
in the case of compulsory execution by third
parties against the proviso goods or in case of
claims assigned in advance. Any costs resulting
from such intervention shall be payable by the
purchaser.
7. The purchaser shall be obligated to adequately
insure the merchandise sold subject to reservation against fire and burglary and has to prove
such insurance to us on demand.
VII. Warranty
1. The period of limitation for any warranty claim
shall be 24 months as from handover of the
goods.
2. First of all, we shall remedy a defect or make a
substitute delivery at our discretion. In case of failure to rectify defects or to substitute delivery, the
purchaser can demand rescission of the contract
or reduction of the payment. In case there is only
a minor contract violation, especially if there are
only minor defects, the purchaser shall not have
the right of contract cancellation, however.
3. The purchaser must notify us in writing of any
obvious flaws immediately, at the latest within 7
days after receipt of the goods, and must refrain
from any eventual working of protested goods.
Otherwise claims based on defects are excluded.
The timely dispatch shall suffice for the observance of the warranty deadline. The full burden
of proof for all claim prerequisites rests with the
purchaser, especially for the defect itself, for the
date of the establishment of the defect, and for
the timeliness of the complaint about the defect.
4. Defects which could not be ascertained within
this time span despite careful inspection are to
be reported to us in writing immediately upon
discovery. If the purchaser opts for a withdrawal
from the contract because of a legal imperfection
or a physical defect after a failed subsequent
fulfilment, then he shall not be additionally
entitled to a claim for compensation because of
the defect.
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5. If, after a failed subsequent fulfilment, the
purchaser opts for a compensation of the damage, then the merchandise shall remain with the
purchaser if this can reasonably be considered
acceptable. The compensation is restricted to the
difference between the purchase price and the
value of the defective product. This shall not apply
if we caused the contract violation maliciously.
6. Goods which replaced by us become our
property.
7. Claims cannot be made for damages that
resulted from the purchaser’s culpably
a) improper handling or overstressing the purchased item or
b) altering the purchased item in a manner not
agreed upon or
c) not following the instructions of the mounting
or operating manual or
d) not observing the complaint and delivery responsibility according to points 3 and 4 above or
e) further using the purchased item after ascertaining the defect.
Natural wear and tear is excepted from the
warranty.
VIII. Liability
1. In case of simply negligent violations of obligations our liability shall be restricted to an average
damage predictable for the type of merchandise,
typical for such a contract, and immediate. This
also applies in case of simply negligent violations
of our legal representatives or agents. We shall
not be held liable in case of a simply negligent
violation of nonessential contract obligations.
2. The liability by virtue of acceptance of a guarantee as well as due to product liability remains
unaffected; the same applies in case of bodily
harm or health impairment attributable to us or in
the event of loss of life of
the purchaser
3. Compensation claims of the purchaser
because of a defect shall superannuate after one
year from the delivery of the merchandise to the
purchaser. This shall not apply if we can be charged with gross negligence as well as in case of
bodily harm or health impairment attributable to
us or in the event of loss of life of the purchaser.
IX. Returns
Properly ordered and delivered goods shall in
principle not be taken back. Returns that have
been agreed upon with us shall remain the
exception, which additionally require the following pre-requisites to be met:
1. The products must have been acquired directly
from us or from one of our works depots.
2. Flawless and unaltered condition of the goods.
3. In principle, return shall only be possible when
the articles in question are still in our product
range.
4. Return shipment must be „free domicile“ to
our Ergersheim works or to the appropriate works
depot with accompanying delivery note date and
number. Value reduction for returns:
- in the first year after delivery date ./. 10 % of the
contract price
- in the second year after delivery date ./. 25 % of
the contract price
- goods older than 2 year shall not be taken back.
Technical inspection and completion of the credit
slip shall be carried out under consideration of

eventual value reduction upon receipt of the
articles. Freight costs, insofar as any occurred to
us for the original shipping, reduce the remaining
value.
X. Industrial Property Rights
1. The purchaser is held liable to us for the
exemption from industrial protection rights of
third parties on articles ordered, indemnifies us
against any possible claims of third parties and
has to reimburse any damage to us possibly
resulting from a violation of this obligation.
2. Our designs and design proposals are to be
kept confidential and may not be passed on to
third parties.
3. All drawings, construction plans, and samples
which the purchaser has received, shall remain
our intellectual property.
XI. Place of Fulfillment and Jurisdiction, Other
Agreements
1. On principle, the product description of the
manufacturer is understood to be decisive for the
characteristics of the goods. Public statements,
sales talks, or advertisements made apart from
this do not represent a contractual description
of the characteristics of the goods. Samples
and specimens serve as approximate illustrative
articles in terms of quality, measurements and
colour. Legal claims cannot be inferred from
this. Technical changes as well as alterations in
shape, colour, and/or weight are reserved within
reasonable scope.
2. If the purchaser receives a faulty assembly
instruction, we shall only be obliged to furnish a
faultless assembly instruction, and this only if the
fault of the assembly instruction is in contradiction with a proper assembly.
3. The purchaser does not receive warranties in
the legal sense of the word from us; warranties
of the manufacturers, however, shall remain
unaffected by this.
4. Place of fulfillment for our deliveries ex works
shall be the delivery works, for delivery ex storage
the warehouse. Place of fulfillment for all payments shall be Ergersheim / Bavaria.
5. The exclusive place of jurisdiction for all litigations from this contract shall be Fuerth / Bavaria,
Germany. This also applies to lawsuits based on a
cheque or bill of exchange.
6. These provisions shall be governed by the
Law of the Federal Republic of Germany. The
provisions of the UN Purchase Law shall not be
applicable. The wording of the German language
version of our „General Terms and Conditions of
Sale and Delivery“ shall solely be decisive for
these General Business Terms.
7. The special terms of our products published
with the appropriate price lists shall additionally
be applicable.
8. The purchaser itself shall be responsible to
examine the suitability of the goods for the
intended final usage.
9. German law (BDSG-Federal Data Protection
Law) requires us to inform you that all data of our
purchasers are electronically saved.
As of: 11/2015

Your contact person:

MEKRAtronics GmbH
Buchheimer Str. 4
91465 Ergersheim
info@mekratronics.de
www.mekratronics.de
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